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Adobe Flash may lose online terrain to HTML 5 with web developers and companies like Apple and Microsoft, but that hasn't stopped Adobe from innovating on its still ubiquitous online video platform. The company has announced that the final versions of Flash Player 11 and Air 3 will be released in early October after being available as a public beta since July. The next Flash platform includes a new
hardware-accelerated 3D rendering engine called Stage 3D that the company says is 1,000 times faster than Flash Player 10.Flash Player 11 can animate millions of objects at regular 60 frames per second, making console quality games possible on OS X, Windows and connected TVs, according to Adobe. Even Apple iOS devices get some love from the next Flash platform with support for FULL frame
rate HD video displayed on iOS devices using AIR-based apps. Flash Player 11 will also support native 64-bit optimization for browsers on Windows, OS X and Linux operating systems. The new Flash platform sounds like a great step forward, but does it matter at this point? Adobe may have found a way to sneak Flash on iOS devices like iPad and iPhone, but the fact is that Apple has explicitly banned
Adobe's video technology from the iPad browser. Microsoft recently announced that on Windows 8, the Metro-style version of Internet Explorer 10 would not support plug-ins like Flash.You can still use Flash by lighting up the traditional Windows desktop, but if you live in Metro on Windows 8 you can never see Flash, at least online. Without comprehensive browser support on Windows 8, iOS (and who
knows what Apple can do in the future on OS X), Adobe loses the main channel where most users interact with Flash, Web.But it's not as if Flash will disappear tomorrow. Adobe says more than 1 billion people currently have Flash Player installed on their devices. In its mobile space, the company expects Flash to be supported on more than 200 million smartphones and tablets by the end of the year,
thanks to Adobe Air. This projection includes Apple iOS devices running Adobe Air apps such as the game Machinarium.Adobe, also betting that Stage 3D will keep Flash alive. The company bills Flash Player 11 as the next-generation console for the Internet. The first wave of games supporting Flash Player 11 with Stage 3D is expected to roll out later this year and into early 2012. Flash Player 11 gaming
will feature hardware-accelerated graphics, 1080p HD video, full-screen viewing, built-in support for various inputs including mouse, multi-touch and camera and voice chat. Will souped-up gaming technologies be enough to fend off HTML 5's advance and the end of Flash's online dominance? We won't really know for sure until at least 2012.You can download Flash Player 11 release candidate for
Windows, OS X and Linux right now. Check out this 3D game demo for Tanki Online 2.0. One of several upcoming games with Flash Player 11 with Ian Paul (@ianpaul ) and Today@PCWorld on Twitter for the latest technical news and analysis. Note: When you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our Partner Link Link Policy for more information.
Adobe unveiled the Flash 10.1 player, which allows all Adobe Flash content to be available on smartphones. This means you can play Flash-based games and view Flash-based videos and websites. And yes, it includes Hulu.iPhone owners, but isn't so lucky. Adobe said it is still working to make Flash Player compatible on iPhone OS, but is hampered by limitations in the platform. Even if Apple is omitted
this time, the absence of Flash probably won't hurt the iPhone. IPhone is already over and outside other OS's when it comes to multimedia and gaming features. Apple will want to jump on board soon, though; Flash Player 10.1 opens up some interesting multimedia options for other platforms. The player supports multitouch, accelerometer and screen orientation, all of which provide the optimal video
watching experience. It also supports motion-based controls, which are a boon for games. Adobe said the player will also not be a drain on battery life. For example, the player goes to sleep when you receive an incoming call. A public developer beta version will be available for Windows Mobile and Palm webOS will be available later this year. Betas for RIM BlackBerry OS, Nokia Symbian and Google
Android come in 2010. Adobe said it is working with 19 of the 20 major handset manufacturers, so it's likely that the Flash 10.1 player will eventually be available for non-smartphones as well. Note: When you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our Partner Link Link Policy for more information. Adobe Flash Player was the silent superhero in the
computer software world. By running on the Adobe Flash platform, you could view multimedia content, run rich Internet applications, and stream audio and video files. It will even support ShockWave Flash files created on either Adobe Flash Pro, Adobe Flash Builder, or FlashDevelop. Many of the video games you spent hours playing in childhood were powered by Flash.The popular browser plug-in
eventually evolved into a must-have application on PCs and smartphones. However, it has been over twenty years since Flash Player was first released, and in some respects it has not been quite with time. Critics have often criticized the software's heavy consumption of battery power on mobile devices, the vulnerability to data breaches and the closed platform model. In fact, the number of active users
has decreased in recent years because new web standards have less use for Flash players. But even with these trends, the Android Adobe Flash Player application still has a huge following and supports a wide variety of files. In the same way as a have scene hands, the Android device has Adobe Flash Player. It is responsible for projecting all the beautiful images you see on the screen. Adobe Flash
Player will run and display content from the SWF file. It will not offer you built-in tools to modify the document at run time, but the desktop application can launch applications written in ActionScript. This will enable you to manipulate text, data, vectors, raster, audio and video files even while the file is running. Please note that it also relies on Adobe Integrated Runtime - or AIR - to help your Android file
system, original client extensions, window and hardware work together. The graphics and multimedia platform began with support raster and vector graphics. Now it supports decode and playback on other widespread formats on both smartphones and computers. MP3: As early as Flash Player 4, you can access and play MP3 files via HTTP or through a built-in SWF file. FLV: Flash Video is Adobe
Systems and Macromedia's homegrown format. It acts as a container file, allowing it to support multiple video codecs like H.264, VP6 and Sorenson Spark. This file is definitely the most popular as it is used by your favorite media sites - Youtube, Hulu and Yahoo! Video. You can also stream FLV files through any server-side software using Adobe Flash Media Server.PNG: Portable Network Graphics is
known for its superb quality. With Flash, you can expect support for both 24-bit and 32-bit variants of PNG files. JJPEG: Creators and artists can use Flash to provide decoding and rendering for services for compressed JPEG images. But of course, this feature is only available on the desktop version of Flash Player. The Android app is limited to viewing the image. GIF: If you loved GIF as a child, thank you
Flash player. The funny looping videos wouldn't be here today without it. Provides built-in support for four important data formatsXML: If you have an XML web page, you're in luck. Flash player has supported it since version 8. The format's data is stored as the XML Document Object Model, so feel free to tinker with it on the desktop version of ActionScript.JSON: The eleventh version of Flash Player can
import and export data on your JavaScript Object Notation files — allowing you to access certain Web services and JavaScript applications. AMF: Action Message Format corresponds to browser cookies. All your application data can be stored on your Android device and can even be transferred across other Flash applications. This will reduce the need to process or validate data on JSON and XML files.
SWF: SWF and AMF files are Flash's main formats since this is the way it exchanges data with server-side applications. Where can you run this program? Adobe Flash Player runs on Android OS, but there are also versions for most other platform devices (Mac, Linux, etc). Is there a better option? The deceased great Jobs predicted that the future of the internet would not depend on Flash, but on HTML5.
HTML5. Then Apple devices block you from any Flash Player, and Android has removed the application on the Google Play Store. There are ways to install Flash on your Android phone, but it's safer to download an app that is constantly updated by the developer. So say goodbye Adobe Flash Player and say hello to Photon Flash Player and browser. The latest iteration of Flash basically does everything:
supports a wide range of file formats, Flash games and VPN browsing. Let's assume you feel nostalgic and you want to play classic web games like Super House of Dead Ninjas or Frog Fractions; Photon will not only allow you to play it, but it also ensures that you are connected to a private and secure network. Adobe Flash Player was the modest but powerful tool you depended on for many years. It may
not be that relevant anymore, but it's important to remember that it brought to life every file, page and game you needed in the early days of digital history. The declining support from developers and other platforms may indicate that there are other applications out there that are more suited to the challenges of the future. Should you download it? No. Play it safely and download Photon Flash Player and
browser. Browser.
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